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Name: _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________ 
City, State, Zip Code: __________________________  Neighborhood:  _______________________ 
Phone/Email address: ________________________________________________________________ 
Would you like to be on our project mailing list:   Yes       No          Date: _________________ 
 
The I-70 East Corridor Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will decide which transportation projects 
– if any – will be built to improve safety and mobility, and address congestion in the corridor.  The I-70 
East Corridor includes I-70 between I-25 and Tower Road and an enhanced transit connection between 
downtown Denver and Denver International Airport (DIA).   
 
The EIS project team began with over 170 alternatives that were developed from suggestions we’ve 
received from residents, businesses, stakeholders, elected officials, and the project.  These alternatives 
have been screened for various factors including engineering, environmental, and community impacts.  
They have been reduced to the options you have reviewed this evening. 
 
Please take a few minutes to share any comments or thoughts about the alternatives and the study in 
general.  Please complete the comment sheet and return it tonight or mail it to the I-70 East Corridor EIS 
project office in the self-addressed envelope from the comment table. 
 

Interstate  
Alternatives 

Alternative 1 Add general purpose lanes (Add GP)  
Alternative 2 Add high occupancy vehicle (HOV) (Add HOV) 
Alternative 3 Add toll lanes (Add toll) 
Alternative 4 Realignment with general purpose lanes (Realignment GP) 
Alternative 5 Realignment with HOV lanes (Realignment HOV) 
Alternative 6 Realignment with toll lanes (Realignment toll) 

 
1.  We would like your comments on the interstate options being considered.  Which of the options 
above best meets the needs of your community and why? 

 

 

 
 
2.  Is there anything else you would like to add about the interstate alternatives or other 
transportation issues that should be considered in this study? 
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Transit  

Alternatives 
Alternative 1 I-70 Bus Rapid Transit (I-70 BRT) 
Alternative 2 Union Pacific Commuter Rail (UP CR) 
Alternative 3 Union Pacific Light Rail (UP LRT) 
Alternative 4 Union Pacific Bus Rapid Transit (UP BRT) 
Alternative 5 Bruce Randolph Light Rail (BR LRT) 
Alternative 6 Bruce Randolph Bus Rapid Transit (BR BRT) 
Alternative 7 Martin Luther King Light Rail (MLK LRT) 
Alternative 8 Martin Luther King Randolph Bus Rapid Transit (MLK BRT) 

 
1.  We would like your comments on the transit alternatives being considered.  Which of the 
options above best meets the needs of your community and why? 

 

 

 
 
2.  Is there anything else you would like to add about the transit alternatives or other 
transportation issues that should be considered in this study? 

 

 

 
 
3.  Any other comments or questions? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


